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ABSTRACT

The significance of this research and development to the Air Force is that

a dual stage signal processor system has been developed which has a poten-

tial capability of achieving output data rates exceeding 2 Gbit/sec. The

design is realized by a state-of-the-art solid state stage and an Electron-

Beam-Semiconductor signal processor assembled in series. The former

is fabricated from commercially available IC logic chips and has been

efficiently interfaced with the EBS processor. The solid state processor

multiplexes 64 ns input data pulses into 8 rns pulses to drive the EBS signal

processor. The latter multiplexes 8 ns data pulses from 16 input lines

into a single output. In this approach, information is placed on the electron

beam and read out at the semiconductor target. Output pulse amplitude of

one volt into 50 Q and a pulse width of 0. 5 na has been achieved.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

In millimeter wave communication systems, PIN diodes are commonly used

as modulators in biphase phase shift keying systems. Present state-of-the

art silicon device technology has made possible the development of PIN-

diodes with switching speeds approaching 2 Gbits/sec. However, data rates

higher than 1 Gbit/sec have not been possible because of the power-frequency

limitations of transistor drivers. This report describes the design and de-

velopment of an Electron-Beam-Semiconductor (EBS) signal processor that

is potentially capable of achieving more than 2 Gbit/sec output data rate and

should provide sufficient output current to drive a PIN-diode at these rates.

The primary design goal is to obtain output pulses of 0. 5 ns minimum width

and IV amplitude into 5 0 load. The desired pulse rise-time is 0. 1 ns.

To make the design compatible with solid state logic circuitry and provide

for ability to process data from more than 100 lines, a dual stage processor

system is designed which consists of a solid-state and an electron-beam
processor. The latter includes a pencil-beam electron gun, a beam modu-

lation system, and a single semiconductor target designed for bGHz band-

width. Information is placed on the electron beam and is read at the target

as described in Section II. The solid state processor multiplexes 128 data

lines into 16 and provides the data and the RF power to the e-bearm pro-

cessor inputs.

In addition to wide bandwidth, our EBS signal processor design offers con-

?i siderable versatility. Higher output data rates can be achieved by increas-

ing the input RF frequency and data rate. At still higher input frequencies,

the target may bo exchanged with a higher bandwidth device to Increase the

output data rate. Furthermore, the EBS processor provides for conmplete

isolation of the output from the i,.put. The single diode target design offers

high yield in fabrication, processing, and target replacement.

A l



SECTION II

TECHNICAL APPROACH

The design approach to the e-beam signal processor system described in

this report stems from our understanding of the basic function of a signal

processor, as depicted in Figure 2. 1. The processor output signal drives

a PIN-diode modulator at data rates of 2 Gbit/sec or higher. The drive

signal is produced by the interaction of an electron beam with a semicon-

ductor target. At the processor inputs, a set of e-beam address-gates

are used to place information on the electron beam and hence produce the

desired data pattern at the output.

The program goal is to multiplex 64 ns-wide data pulses izito 0. 5 ns-wide

pulses at the processor output. We achieve this in two processing stages-

a state-of-the art solid state stage, and an e-beam signal processor assem-

bled in serits. The 0. 5 ns minimum output pulse-width Is determined from

the PIN-diode modulator response limitations - the switching speed of tbl

present state-of-the art PIN diodes does not exceed 2 Gblt/sec, The input

minimum pulse-width of 64 ns is chosen from the following consideratLiols:

(1) design and fabricate the solid state processor from commercially avail-

able off-the-shelf integrated circuit packages so that developmetit costs

are kept at a miniimum, (2) provide the e-beam processor with In, n 4,

data inputs in order to make the device compatible with commercial high

speed solid state logic circuits, and (3) keep the input lF frequeincy suf-

ficiently low so that the power levels required for beam modulation and

addressing could be attained with little difficulty and at low cost. The

system design approach is described below.

Z. I E- BEAM PROCESSOR

Figure 2. Z shows a schematic presentation of the e-beam processor design

approach. The device includes (I) a CRT-type electron gun which produces

a pencil beam, (2) a deflection system which launches the beam into conical

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3
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rotation about the processor center axis, (3) a gate structure for addressing

the beam, (4) an Einzel lens which bends and focuses the beam onto the tar-

get, (5) a semiconductor target which, when bombarded by the beam, pro-

vides the output signal, and (6) a funnel which further focuses and aligns

the beam onto the target.

The processor operates in the following manner: the electron gun is biased

to provide an electron beam along the axis. A sinusoidal signal (125 MHz)

on the deflection system causes the beam to go into conical rotation, i. e.,

once the beam exits the deflection system, it traces a circle in any plane

perpendicular to the center axis. The gate structure consists of 16 pairs

of deflection plates mounted in a ring concentric with the center axis, and

each pair of plates is a beam address-gate. As indicated in Figure 2. 2,

the electron beam emerges from the deflection system with the proper angle

to go through the address-gates. Then it enters the Einzel lens and is bent

and focused onto the target. If an information signal is present on an address-

gate when the beam goes through it, the beam gets deflected off the target

and a pulse appears at tl-.e output. It is also possible to operate in the

opposite mode, that is, the beam is off the target in the absence of a gate

signal and on the target when there is a gate signal.

2.2 SOLID STATE PROCESSOR

The solid state processor provides the RF si! .,al for the beam-rotation

deflectio" .ystem anid the data for the address-gates of the e-beam proces-

sor. The oscillator is tuned to the beam rotation frequency of 125 MHz,

S"-With 16 beam address-gates, the solid state processor would include 16

multiplexers, with each one multiplexing 8 input data lines into one output

line terminated a. an address-gate. Only one multiplexer section is built

under this contact. Figure 2. 3 illustrates the solid state processo' cf.r.,i .zn

concept. The synchronous counter shown in the figure binarily divides

-he occillator output by 8 to supply the line-select signals for the multi-

plexers. This scheme ensures that the outputs of the oscillator and the

m uu6
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multiplexers are synchronized and hence the data is read at the e-beam

processor in correct sequence and timing. To interface the solid state

processor with the e-beam processor, amplifiers are used at the outputs

of the oscillator and the multiplexers, as indicated in Figure 2. 3

The dual stage data processing sequence is achieved in the following manner.

A set of 128 input lines are multiplexed into 16 lines by 16 multiplexers that

are connected to the 16 e-beam address-gates. Multiplexer #1 processes

thea eight input lines #1, 17, 33, 49 ...... ,113; multiplexer #2 is addressed

by lines #2, 18, 34, 50, ..... , 114; multiplexer #3 processes input lines

#3, 19, 35, 51 ...... 115: and so on; multiplexer #16 has input. li:ies #16, 32,

48, 54 ...... , 128. Assume time zero begins when the beam just enters

address-gate #1. The information on line #1 (multiplexer #1) is now trans-

mitted to the beam. After about 0. 5 ns, the beam enters address-gate #2

and receives the information on line #2. After another 0. 5 ns, the beam

enters the address-gate #3 and is addressed by the information on line #3,

and so on through 16. Thus at time t = 8 ns, the beam is back at the input

of address-gate #1 and reads the information on line #17. At t = 8. 5 ns,

the beam enters the address-gate #2 and receives the information on line

P 18. At t 9 ns, the information on line #19 is read in, and so on through

32. In the next 8 ti, bits 033 through 48 are processed. Thus in eight

beam revolutions, i. e,, 64 no, IZ8 bits on the 128 input lines are read-in.

Since it is desirable to have the sampling of each bit occur at a reasonable

"tin-o interval frorn the beginning and from the end of the data pulse, it is

suggested that the data on lines 65 through 128 be delayed by Z5 no relative

to data on lities I thvough 64, as indicated in Figure 2. 3.

(-
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SECTION III

E-BEAM PROCESSOR DESIGN AND FABRICATION

Figure 3. 1 shows the schematic of the demountable E-Beam Signal Processor

system, including 4 demountable t1011 type flanges allowing the removal or

adjustment of the electron gun (left), the 16-gate system and/or deflection

magnifier (central left), the Einzel-lens system (middle right) and the tar-

get funnel system (right). The different components inside the demountable

E-Beam Signal Processor will be discussed in the following.

3.1 rHE ELECTRON GUN

The electron gun is an oxide cathode CRT type electron gun. Figure 3. 2

shows the schematic of the electron gun. Three different types of electron

guns are am.dable, gik-ing similar results when current and resolution are

compared. They are different from each other in the final apertures listed

at A, B and C in Figure 3. 2. The electrodes, from left to right, are as

follows: grid (voltaga up to - .0OV/cathode), lower (or first) anode (volt-

age up to + 4 kV/ratnode), focus,and upper anode (grounded). Due to the

length of the lower a,,od- barrel, a lower magnification ratio was achieved

without at appreciable de..rease in the net current output of the gun. A spot

size of less than 1 mm was obtained at tha 16-gate system position, the

current measured at the target position was in excess of 100 LA. The

ratio between cathode current anO final beam current was measured to be

:lesst than 30- under so..ae conditions, less than 15.

The electrop beam exiting the electron gun is slightly convergent, with a

maximum diameter corresponding to the "C" diiareter (.067" maximum).

3. Z DEFLLCTION SYSTEM
Satisfactory operation oA the signal processor very critically depends on the

genratiun of perfect conical beam rotation. Three methods have been

used to produce conical beam rotation. Sinco magmatic deflection it 125 MHz

9
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is difficult to achieve, electrostatic deflection had to be used. The classical

double pair of horizontal and vertical deflection plates was inadequate: the

centers of deflection of the two pair of plates are physically apart; hence,

one can generate a circle only in one chosen plane perpendicular to the

center axis - the rotation pattern is elliptical in any other plane.

Another system which gave satisfactory results consisted of three pairs of

deflection plates, say, horizontal-vertical-horizontal deflection plates.

Analytical results indicated that by proper design it is possible to have the

center for horizontal deflection coincide with that for vertical deflection for

small deflection angles. The system would therefore achieve the desired conical

bearn rotation, i. e., a circular beam rotation pattern in any plane perpendicular

to the center axis. The design and theoretical analysis is given in Appendix I.

A problem with optimal operation of a system of three pairs of deflection

plates is that the beam maythave an appreciable deflection when it enters

the third pair of plates and ithe gap between these plates nmust be sufficiently

large to insure the beam dcos not get cut-off. In addition, if the beam does

got through, some distortion will result because of the leakage fields at the

edges of the plates. To minimize these problems, it is necessary to allow

for a smaller cone angle, i.e., make the distance from the deflection sys-

tem to the gates large, and increase the gaps on the horizontal deflection

plates. The latter, in turn, requires more input drive power.

In order to achieve a larger cone angle and eliminate the distortion problems

mentioned above, a new deflection system called deflectron1 was considered.
Theoretical and experimental results showed that more than ZOOOV was

necessary on each axis of the deflectron to produce the required deflection

with a 10 kV electron beam. This was achieved with a very high Q resonant

circuit, but adjustments for the proper amplitude and phase on both axes

were too critical for practical applications. Moreover, the coupling between

the two axes was excessive. These problems were solved by using a deflec-

tion amplifier, as schet.itically represented in Figure 3. 3.

12
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Figure 3.4 shows the actual device mounted in position for assembly. The

electron gun is shielded into the metal cylinder on the left side of the pic-

ture. The deflectron is the short cylinder mounted just to the right of it.

The deflection cone is in the center of the picture and the center pin is sup-

ported by the 16-gate system (right side), as shown.

Figure 3. 5 shows the subassembly of the deflectron on top of the metal
4

cylinder used for the electron gun alignment. Figure 3. 6 shows the center

pin supported by the 16-gate system, and Figure 3. 7 shows the subassembly

of the cone of the deflection magnifier.

The deflectron has two deflection axes which require two equal RF signals

with about 900 phase difference in order to generate conical beam rotation.

In order to obtain sufficient deflection, the two axes should be resonated

at the desired frequency and the coupling between the two axes need also

be tuned out, Since it is not advisable to have any of the tuning components

inside the vacuum system, a triangular deflection box was built on the lower

neck of the E-Beam Processor which contains the necessary deflection

circuits, schematically represented in Figure 3. 8. There are two tank-

circuits, one compensation network to reduce coupling between the two

axes of deflection, and two dc correction networks. The three variable,

high voltage quartz trimmers have been adjusted for a frequency of 126 MHz.

Coupling between the two tank circuits has been reduced to a minimum for

that frequency. The three trimmers can be adjusted externally to the de-

flection box.

3.3 DEFLEC TION-ADDR ESS. GATES

This structure is made in annular cone sections and consists of a grounded

metal piece with 16 metal plates mounted around it in the form of a ring.

Figure 3. 9 shows a 4chematic cross section of a gate structure. The

structure is precision-mountcv to have its center axis aiigned with the

axis of the gun ant' the duflectron.

14
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Figure 3. 9. A schemratic of the Deflection-Addr~8
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In each rotation cycle the electron beam reads the data on all the gates.

"That is, during each cycle, a number of bits equal to the number of address

gates appears at the target output. The output data rate is therefore equal

to the beam rotation frequency times the number of address gates. Hence,

for 16 gates and beam rotation at 1Z5 MHz, the output data rate is 2 Gbitsf

sec. The time period that each gate operates on the beam in one rotation

cycle is T/N, where T is the period of rotatio-= and N is the number of gates.

For our design T = 8 ns, N = 16, and T/N = 0. 5 ns, i.e., the pulse width

for each bit at the target output is about 0. 5 ns. Since one bit is read from

each gate in one period T, data must arrive at each gate at the rate of

l/T = 125 Mbits/sec.

In order to make the design compatible with high speed solid state logic

circuits, the number of gates was chosen a bVcromial Z. WIth n = 4, i. e.,

16 gates, the beam rotation frequency is 125 MHz and it was felt that the

design and fabrication of the solid state processor to drive the e-beam

processor could be achieved without much difficulty. With n f- ý, the solid

state processor would be costly and difficult to fabricate. With n 1 5, the

realization of the e-beam processor would become difficult.

The design requirements for the addrass gates are: (1) the width of each

late plate must exceed five beam widths, (2) the separation between two

adjacent gates should be about one beam width. These restrictions insure

a pulse rise-time of less than 0. I as and pulse width of -0. 5 no at the tar-

get, as required in the program, (3) the coupling between gates should be

nmi-initnlzed by using ground planes inbetween adjacent plates, (4) the tap-

acitance of each gate should be kept to leso than 10 pf in order to facilitate

the loading of 8 no input data pulses. Figures 3. 10a and b show the first

16.,gate system constructed. Note that 5 mil thick "fins" have been intro-

duced between the single gates, so as t6 ininimize the coupling from gate

to gate. Figure 3. 11 shows ihe display obtained on a phosphor screen

located behind the 16 gate system. The beam voltAge was 7, 8 kV, beam

current on the screen lowered to 10 aA. Eight gates were tied to ground

potential (the center cone is grounded). The other 8 gates were tied

21
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together, and some dc voltage applied. By increasing this dc voltage,

alternate gates displayed a deflected electron beam. On the lower right

picture, sufficient voltage was applied to the gates in order to remove the

beam totally from the screen. Note that the elliptic display observed on

the screen (see, for example, upper left picture in Figure 3. 11) is not

only due to the angle at which the pictures were taken, but also due to the

non-common center of deflection. Furthermore, these pictures and the

experiments carried out showed:

a) a common center of deflection for all axes, especially x and y-axes,

is absolutely necessary.

b) the switch voltage for the gates had to be reduced, thus requiring an

increase of the length of the gates and/or a decrease of the gate to

ground spacing.

c) the signal on the screen does not seem to be sharp enough to fulfill

the requirement of a 0. Ins rise time on the target. Thus, the spacing

between gate and fin had to be reduced.

Figure 3. 1Za and 3. 12b show the final 16-gate system with increased gate

length, slightly decreased gate to ground spacing,and reduced spacing be-

tween gates and fins. Note that the center pin has not been assembled onto

the gate system.

Finally, Figure 3. 13 shows the gate system inserted into the demountable

E-Beam Signal Processor.

The spacing between gate and ground plane has been reduced to about 62 mils.

The capacity of a gate with respect to ground is about 8. 9 pf.

3.4 EINZEL LENS

The Einzel lens is a three aperture or a three cylinder strong lens. Its

function in the processor is to bend and focus the conically rotating beam

onto the target. The lens should be designed for very low spherical

24



Figure 3. 12 a. Final gate structure, beam entrance side.
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Figure 3. 12 b. Finial gate structure, beamn exit side
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F igure 3. 13. Final gate system in~ortect into the dlemountable e-beam proces sor.
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aberration and its center axis should be exactly aligned with the axis of the

processor. If the beam rotation pattern is elliptic rather than circular, the

beam could not be focused onto the target from all azimuthal positions.

Similar results will follow with even perfect conical beam rotation if the

lens is misaligned, and especially so if the lens exhibits large spherical

aberration. The latter causes another problem which can only be solved

by changing the lens design: the variation of the lens focal length across the

diameter of the beam will produce a cross-over point in front of the target

plane. Hence the beam reaches the target diverging. We have observed

this behavior experimentally by putting a phosphor screen in place of the

target plate.

Aberration becomes worse as one moves away from the center of the lens.

Hence, to reduce aberration problems, the lens radius must be made about

twice the radius of beam rotation where the beam enters the lens. Also,

the theoretical results of El-Kareh et al. may be used to design a lens

with low spherical aberration. A lens fabricated on their results showed

good focusing characteristics.

The positionof the Einzel lens in the processor is shown in Figure 3. 1.

Figure 3. 14 gives the lens data. The first lens used in the tube had a

shorter and larger-diameter inner electrode. However, with the cathode

at - 10 kV, about - 15 kV was needed to bend the beam onto the target. To

reduce the voltage, it was necessary to make the lens stronger, which was

achieved by increasing the length of the inner cylinder and reducing its

diameter.

3.5 FUNNEL

This device is used to ease the alignment requirements on the target. The

function of the funnel is to position and center the electron beam, after it

is bent by the Einzel lens, onto the target. Two different structures were

used. The first was a magnetic funnel. The Iron-core magnetic circuit
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produced a high density of field lines through the target and hence focused

the electrons onto the target position. The effectiveness of this design

depends on the highest achievable magnetic field and the length of time an

electron spends in the field. Experimental results showed that the funnel

functioned properly. However, the input power required (250 mA at 30V)

was too high and did not permit efficient heat-sinking of the target. An

electrostatic funnel was therefore developed which could be built on the

target heat sink.

Consider a three cylinder Einzel lens. If one cylinder is removed and a

flat plate perpendicular to the cylinder axis is inserted in place of it, a

funnel-like device results. The design of this device is now similar to the

design of an Einze! lens and the data of EI-Karch et al. 2, 3 may be used. The

flat plate constitutes the target mounting plate, and the dimensions of the

cylinders are chosen to achieve strong lensing action and also allow for

easy entry of the converging electron beam which emerges from the pro-

cessor Einzel lens. Figure 3. 15 shows the funnel and target assembly.

3.6 TARGET

The target is a single silicon p-n junction device. The main program re-

quirements in the development of the target are to achieve 5 GHz'bandwidth

and 0. 1 ns pulse rise-time into 50 Q when the device is excited by a modu-

lated electron-beam source. Target life under bombardment by 10 keV

electrons is also of primary concern. Semiconductor dlodes usually show

degradation in their reverse current-voltage characteristics in an electron

beam environment. The degradation is associated with an increase in re-

verse current and a decrease in breakdown voltage. This damage is not

funtamental and may be prevented by proper design, to be discu.ssed below.
+ + p÷

Consider a p+- n - n diode with an electron beam incident on the p side

of the device. It can be shown that for maximum bandwidth the device must

satisfy the equations 4
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3db T = 1.895

RC = T/Z. 77

T = W/v 5

where w 3db is the 3db frequency, T is the electron transit time across the

depletion region, R is the load impedance, C is the device capacitance, W

is the depletion region width, and v is the electron saturation velocity.

The capacitance is given by

e. c A
W

where A is the diode area, e is the diode dielectric constant, and c is the
0

permittivity of free space. For e = 12 , w . = 5 GHz, R = 50 Q, and v

8 x 106 cm/sec for Si, the above equations give the following design para-

meters:

T 6x 10 see RC =Z.ZxIO sec

W 5 Jim C = .44pf
1-2 2

A 2.Z x 10 nun D z 150 •

where D is the diode diameter. The saturation velocity of o$ x 106 eras
5is reached in Si at an electric field of about 20 kV/cmn. Therefore, for

W = 5 4n, a reverse bias of at least IOV is needed on the diode to insure

saturation velocity conditions in the depletion region. On the other hand,

whether 10V bias will actually deplete a 5 sim junction depletion region

depends on the n-layer carrier concentration. For a p -n step junction6

N 0

where V is the reverse bias, V is the junction built-in voltage, and NB is

the n-layer doping.. The ratio V + V /W i# the average junction electric

40
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N 2 e

B q W

14 -3
Using E 20 kV/cm, W 5 pm, and •. 12, we findN B 5x 10 cm . That

is, the n-layer resistivity must be p 9 ()cm 7. For ap -n diode, if pis

chosen larger than that calculated above, the junction width at lOV will ex-

ceed 5 ýim and the average junction field will be less than 20 kV/cm. Both

of these will result in lower bandwidth. On the other hand, if p is chosen

smaller, a voltage of more than IOV will be required to achieve a 5 uLm

depletion width. The average junction field will also exceed 20 kV/cm, and

at 5 Lm depletion width, the device will satisfy *maximum bandwidth require-

ments, However, because of the larger needed reverse bias, power dissipa-

tion will be higher than in the case with P = 9 1cm.
+ &

For a p -n-n diode, the n- epitaxial layer should be exactly 5 "m. The

resistivity may then be chosen greater than 91,1cm. Thus at 10V, the whole

5 unm n-layer will be depleted and the electric field will be at 20 kV/cm.

The penetration depth of 10 keV electrons in Si is about one micron. The

energy loss profile is not linear in the I aim region and peaks within this
8

distance. Hence, for efficient carrier multiplication anti collection it is

desirable to locate this peak in the depletion region. From the data of

Reference 8, the junction depth, i.e., the thickness of the p -layor should

be 0. 3 - 0, 5 Un.

The above data provide all the !necessary information for the fabrication

of devices. However, other considerations are needed in order to achieve

a reliable device under electron bearn bombardment. For unpassivated

diodes. direct exposure of the junction de)letion region to an eobeam results

in an appreciable increase in reverse leakage current. This is probably

de to creation of tuneling and/or pneration-recomtbination centers in the

ju,.ction. For SiO2 passivated diodes, charging of the oxide layer by an

electron beato will create a field-induced j' ction and inversion layer under
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the oxide and hence will give rise to channel currents and low breakdown
-•.k 6

voltage. The principal problem is therefore to provide for complete

* passivation of the device where the p-n junction interfaces the surface.

* The usual SiO2 passivation is inadequate as described above.. To deal with

the problem, we have used two techniques: (1) the use of polycrystalline

silicon for electron charge leakage and as a protective beam shield on the
S~+

oxide layer, and (2) a p - guard ring at the junction periphery which removes

the junction interface at the surface to a more protected region under the
+oxide. Also, a diffused 0. 3 pm p region has a small radius of curvature

where the junction reaches the surface. This small radius causes pre-

mature breakdown near the surface. The guard ring provides for a much

* larger radius of curvature and hence eliminates the difficulty.

* Our deposited polycrystalline silicon has sheet resistivities of the order of
2

0. 5-1 megohms/cm . Furthermore, we have not observed any appreciable

carrier multiplication In poly-Si when bombarded by up to 15 keV electrons.

Therefore, the material provides good shielding without affecting high freq-

uency device operation. Nevertheless, the poly-Si and the guard-ring add

some extra capacitance to the diode which will reduce the bandwidth by

10 to 15%, especially since the diode capr-cita.ce is calculated to be as low

as 0. 44 pf.

Figure 3. 16 shows. our target desigi 1'aseed on the above Analysis. The out-

put current is specified at 20 mA. At 10 kV, we expect, due to losses in

500 A aluminum layer, a carrier niultiplication of about 2000. The diode
2

output current density is 100 mA/cm Hence, a beam current.density of

100/Z000 or 50 mA/cm2 is needed. At IlV bias, the power dissipation in

the target is 1 kW/cm peak from the power supply and 0. 5 kW/cm from

the beam. Total peak power dissipated in the target is 0. 3W. Actual

average power depends on the mode of operation (beam on target with I or

0 ) and the ratio of the number of l's to O's during use. The design of the

heat sink is given in Appendix IU.
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The following steps were used in the fabrication of diodes:

1. MATERIAL: 0. 01 Qcm, [i iI Silic on, Sb doped, 2" diameter,
0. 014 ::LO 002"1 thick etch-polished

2. EPI-GROWTH: Resistivity: 10 + 2 C0cm
-1

Thickness: 5 -0 +2 I

3. OXIDATION: Thickness: 0. 47 ý

4. PHOTOTECH: P *kGuard Ring

5. P+. DIFFUSION: Diborane deposition
P + diffusion
Sheet resistivity: 15 :Q 0/13

Junction depth: 2*zý0. 5

6. POLYSILICON Deposit Poly Si. Silane 1. 2 !+.
DEPOSITION: -0. 1

7. SiO 2DEPOSITION: Deposit 0. 4 *0. 1 11 Pyrolytic SiO z

8. PH-OTOETCH: Photoetch Poly Si for diffusion

9. OXIDATION: 47001,

10. PHOTOETCH: P- diffusion window
(Leave SiO on poiy silicon)2

11. P- DIFFUSION: Sheet resistivity: 800 0/

Junction depth- 0. 3 005
-0.1

12. PHOTOETCH. Contzxts in SiO

13. METAL
DEPSITON: Deposit > 10. 000 AAl

14. PHOTOETCH: Etch thick rnetal pattern

15. PHOTOETCH SlOe Etch SiO2 over poly silicon

16. MEAL T)"posit 450 * 100 AAl.
DEPOSITION II:
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17. PHOTOETCH: Etch thin metal pattern

18. ELECTRICAL Breakdown voltage and reverse current
TEST:

19. BACK LAP: Remove oxide and diffused layers

20. DEPOSIT GOLD: Deposit 0. 2 *0. 05 Au on backside of wafer

21. SCRIBE AND BREAK

22. FINAL ELECTRICAL
TEST: BVR &IR

Several methods were used for mounting the targets. Soldering directly to

a gold-plated heat sink was unsuccessful. Bonding the diode on the heat

sink using the gold-silicon eutectic resulted in cracked diode during the

cooling cycle due to the large difference in the thermal conductivity of

silicon and copper. Bonding on the heat sink using gold-tin preforms,

however, resulted in well-bonded diodes. This configuration required a

dc block on the target output when installed in the e-beam processor. Since

dc blo':ks with sufficiently wide bandwidth were not available commercially,

the above method of target mounting was discontinued.

3The diode was then mounted on a gold plated 7 x 7 x . 5 mm BeO chip using

gold silicon eutectic bond. The BeO chip was then soldered on the gold-

plated heat sink in formning gas atmosphere. In this mount, the BeO chip

together with two high frequency 100 pf ATC 100 capacitors provided the

capacitive R F bypass for the power supply. The top connection to the diode

was provided by making an ultrasonic aluminum bond from the target bond-

ing pad to the center conductor of a copper-shielded 50 0 coax cable which

was znounted right next to the diode. This achieved coupling the output

signal from the diode to a 50 0 load with very little stray inductance or cap-

acitance. Figure 3. 17 shows the target circuit diagram as described above.

In Figure 3. 18 a photograph of a mounted target and heat sink is presented.
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Figure 3. 17. Target circuit diagramn.
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Figure 3. 18. Target a~ssembly and heat sink.
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SECTION IV

SOLID-STATE PROCESSOR DESIGN

Our original solid-state processor design included a phase-locked-loop

circuit in place of the oscillator shown in Figure 2. 3. The design was

based on the assumption that all input data were synchronized with a

15. 625 MHz (i. e., 1/64 ns clock rate, where the multiplexing period is

64 ns) clock driving the phase-locked-loop. The latter consisted of a

phase detector, an active filter and a voltage controlled oscillator in line

and a divide-by-8 ripple counter providing feedback from the oscillator to

the phase detector. The VCO was tuned for oscillation at 125 MHz. How-

ever, if the input clock rate changed, the dc level at the active filter would

change, which would in turn change the VCO output frequency. The phase-

locked-loop circuit was therefore used to (1)provide an oscillator output

phase-locked with the multiplexers outputs, and (Z) achieve a versatile

system that would automatically accomodate any small variation in the

input data rate (i. e., the clock rate).

Results on a fabricated phase-locked loop circuit showed that the circuit

responded to variations in clock rate in a time period much longer than

the multiplexing period (for 128 data lines) of 64 no. The slow response

is mostly due to the high Q resonant circuit of the VCO. In addition, the

deflection system uses high Q tuned circuits which are expected to have

very slow transient response. Therefore, the second function of the phase-

locked-loop circuit mentioned above could not be realized. The feedback

loop also produced some jitter (mostly FM) in the oscillator output that

was difficult to eliminate. Hence, the phase-locked-loop was replaced by

an oscillator. Thus the solid state processor circuit includes a capacitively

tunable oscillator, a divide-by-8 counter, and an 8-bit multiplexer. In

the complete circuit, 16 multiplexers are necessary to drive the 16 address

gates of the E-Beam Procussor. In this program, however, only one multi-

plexer is used to demonstrate the dual-stage processing. The processor
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outputs are amplified by a set of amplifiers for coupling to the e-beam

processor. The above components are described below.

4. 1 OSCILLATOR AND MULTIPLEXER CIRCUIT

The solid state procesor performs the following basic functions; (1) gen-

erates the IZ5 MHz sinusoidal signal for conical beam deflection, (2) syn-

chronously and binarily divides the sinusoidal signal by 8 and (3) multiplexes,

8 data input lines into 1-line to provide the address-gate drive signal.

The 125 MHz oscillator consists of an emitter coupled logic integrated cir-

cuit, MC1684L, with an L-C tunable tank circuit. The frequency of oscil-

lations can be varied by varying the capacitance of the trim capacitor in

parallel with the coil.

The output of the oscillator (125 MHz) is coupled to (a) a 50 0 output (to be

"connected to the conical-beam rotation amplifier input) via a capacitively

coupled narrow-band 1200 to 50 Q Tee network impedance transformer, and

(b) the divide-by-8-counter input circuit. The 12000 load impedance is

required at the output of the MC1648L oscillator.

The divide-by-8 synchronous binary counter consists of 3 MECL "D" flip

flops, MC1034L, and a one-fourth MECL NOR Gate, MC1664L. The three

output gates which provide the drive signals to the multiplexers include two

1/4 MC1664L gates and a 1/2 MC10110L gate. A schematic diagram of the,

oscillator and counter circuit is given in Figure 4. 1.

The multiplexer is an S-line to 1-line emitter-coupled logic, Fairchild ECUL
3

9581. With 2 input data lines, it requires 3 line-select inputs with binary

word encoding. The divide-by-8 synchronous counter supplies the latter

as a binary word generator. Because the counter is a synchronous unit,

the multiplexer output is synchronized with respect to the oscillator output.

This synchronization' establishes a fixed phase/time relationship between

the data arriving at each gate and the beam rotation and prevents any data

from not being processed.
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The multiplexer output, PIN No. 6, should be connected to the input of the

address-gate driver amplifier. For test purposes, the 8-line mpx inputs

are provided by an ECL "D" flip-flop, MC1034L. Alternate inputs are

connected to Q and Q respectively to demonstrate the system's multiplexing

capability (Figure 4.2). This produces a continuous 1-0 bit pattern at the

multiplexer output.

The power requirement for the circuit is -5. ZV (*0. 3V) at 500 mA. The

circuit is provided with a dc input, and the oscillator and multiplexer outputs.

4.2 AMPLIFTERS

4. 2. 1 Conical -Beam Rotation Amplifier

The amplifiers drive the horizontal and vertical deflection circuits of the

conical beam rotation system. Two 50 Q outputs are provided for the twr

deflection circuits and a single 50 0 input connects to the output of the oscil-

lator in the logic circuits. A maximum of 8W per output has been achieved

at 125 MHz with about 180 mV peak from the oscillator. Higher output levels

are possible with more input power.

The amplifiers are designed in two separate 50 Q systems. The two-part

design is done in order to facilitate attenuation and/or phase shifting of

one output with respect to the other at low power levels. Thus, a phase

shifter and a power attenuator may be used in between the two amplifiers

to achieve the required functions. The phase shift and power attenuation

are needed for adjusting the signal phase and amplitude at either the hori-

zontal or vertical circuits of the conical beam rotation system. The sig-

nals arriving at the two circuits must have approximately 900 phase differ-

ence.

The first part consists of a three-stage Class A tuned transistor amplifier

with a 50 0 input line and two 50 fl output lines. (If only one output is being

used, the other should be terminated by 500). The maximum power level

obtainable in the two outputs is I. 5W. The transistors are Motorola
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2N3866, and the tuned input and output circuits for each transistor are de-

signed on the basis of the following y-parameters supplied by the manufacturer

for Class A operation at I = 80 mA, V = 15V, where I and V are the
c ce c ce

(dc operating point) collector current ":nd voltage.

YI 36 +JIZ I2 -jl.5 1. mmohs

S21 = 20- j300 Y 22 1.5+j5

The output circuit for each transistor is designed for 160 Q (dynamic) load

impedance. The schematic diagram of the amplifier and the component

values are given in Figure 4. 3.

The second amplifier is made of two single-stage Class C tuned transistor

amplifiers, with each looking into a 50 0 terminated load. The transistors

are Motorola 2N5642, and the following input and output parameters (manu-

facturer's specifications) were used for design at 125 MHz.

ii
P in -- 65 pF R in -- 2.50

(V -Vas1
(V CC " sa

C 46 pF Rcc -a.
0 21P

0

where. C in, C -- input and output capacitanceino

SRino RL input and load resistance

The schematic diagram of the amplifiers is shown in Figure 4.4.

4. 2. . Deflection- Addres sa-ates Am&plifier

This amplifier system drives the deflection-address-gates. The output im-

pedance Is therefore a parallel RC, where C is the gate capacitance, and

R is the terminating resistor which is also used for charge leakage from

hee gate when the latter is bombarded by electrons. The requirement here

is large gain, high output power and wide bandwidth, The output of the
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ECL gate circuit is 0. 6 - 0. 8V, and the amplifier should amplify this to

more than 25V in order to deflect the beam on or off the target. Further-

more, the amplifier should have sufficient pass-band to amplify an 8 -ns

pulse and a, say, 80-ns pulse to the same output level without too much

pulse distortion. These requirements make inter-stage and loaf! coupling

difficult; AC capacitive coupling cannot be used and direct coupling is al-

most mandatory. Furthermore, the mult.plexer output requires -lV dc

level on the load termination. The amplifier input must therefore provide

this dc level.

The design has been achieved by using a two-stage amplifier consisting of a

Class A driver and a transistor switch output stage. The circuit diagram

is shown in Figure 4. 5. Care must be taken that the power supplies are

turned on in the order V V VI, respectively, in order to prevent dam-
3' 2

age to the transistors. Output pulse waveform can be adjusted by slowly

varying V1 or V2 . Also, V should be more than 1. 5V positive with

respect to V2 . The voltage ranges are riven below: V ZO-30V, VN: -14

to -16V, VI: -12 to =14V.
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SECTION V

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

During the course of this work various experiments were done to check each

component of the processor for proper operation. After the completion of

the device, several tests were made for its evaluation.

Test results with the electron gun indicated that it provided sufficient electron

current at 10 kV to produce the specified 20 mA target output current. Due

to the rather long travel distance from the gun to the targe:t, the beam spot

at the target position was about 2 mmn in diameter, as measured on a phos-

phot screen.

'the realization of a satisfactory beam-rotation deflection system has been

the major problem area. With the double pair of horizontal and vertical

deflection systems a circular beam rotation pattern was achieved at the

deflection-address gates. However, the pattern was elliptical after the

beam exited the gates, as expected.

Conical beam rotation was produced by three pairs of deflect on plates with

each pair series resonated at 125 MHZ. Some distortion in the rotation

pattern could be observed at large deflection amplitudes due to the leakage

fields at the end of the third pair of deflection plates (the electron beam

exits the deflection system at the end of the third pair of plates). The dis-

tortion could also result from possible distortion at the amplifiers outputs

at high power levels, or from an uncommon center of deflection.

The deflectron %nd deflection magnifier system generated a satisfactory

conical rotation after the coupling between the two deflectron axes wus tuned

out. Precise resonating of the two axes was also critical in achieving cirý-

cular rotation patterns. Again, some distortion in the pattern was observed

I II
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when the amplifiers used in the deflectron circuits were over-driven. How-

ever, the amplifiers that were developed for this program provided enough

power to obtain satisfactory conical rotation with sufficient amplitude for

the beam to clear the deflection-address structure.

With the beam bent and focused on the target, a voltage of 25V or less on an

address-gate was sufficient to deflect the beam off (or onto) the target. Some

of the other results on the gate system were described in Section 3. 3.

Test results with the Einzel lens showed that with the beam at 10 keV, a

potential of about -6.5 to -8 kV was sufficient to bend the beam (emerging

from the address-gates) onto the target. The actual voltage depended on

"the voltage setting on the funnel. However, due to lers aberration, the beam

spot at the target in the absence of a funnel voltage was too large, indicating

that a cross-over was formed in front of the target plane, as discussed in

Section 3. 4. With the present lens design, the 20 mA target output current

could not be achieved without the funnel.

The target pulse response was measured at various stages of the target de-

velopmeent effort. The first set of targets fabricated were Si p -n diodes

, with no n substrates. These diodes showed a series resistance of about

40 - 70 0, typically 50 0, and hence the diode pulse rise-time was about

0, 2 'to 0. 25 no. The series resistance resulted from the resistance of the

n-layer and the contact resistance at the bottitn of the chip. In addition,

* the poly-Si layer on the diodes was 0. 7 tm and was not sufficiently thick

to stop 10 keV electrons from penetrating into the oxide layer (ce.e Figure

3.16).

.14

The next set of targets were p -n - n diodes with a I to i. 2 tm poly-Si

protective layer and did not exhibit the 5060 series resistance. The pulse

response of the diodes showed a 10-90% pulse rise-time of about 0. 15 no.

Furthermore, at a pulse-width of about 0. 3 no, the pulse amplitude was

still equal to the target dc output, indicating that the target had sufficient

bandwidth to do better than 2 Gbit/sec processing.
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The target pulse response was measured by sinusoidally deflecting a beam

back and forth across the diode. The deflection amplitude was much larger

than the beam width of about 3 mm. Consider sinusoidal deflection y = Y.

sinwt, which for small y, becomes y - Y wt. The beam is on the target a

time period equal to the time it takes the beam to move one beam width.

That is, At (2 y/Yw) = (2 y/Y) (T/wT), where 2y is the beam-width

and T is the sine-wave period. For T = 8 n, 2 y = 0.3 cm, and Y= 1 cm,

At - 0. 38 ns, i. e., target output pulse width is about 0. 38 ns if the target

has sufficient bandwidth to pass the pulse without broadening. Note that the

pulse width can be changed by varying the deflection amplitude Y or the

period T. Figure 5. 1 shows a typical target response. Target life

under 10 keV electron bombardment varied from diode to diode. This

was traced to a misalignment in the diodes processing masks which

had occurred at the step-and-repeat point of the processing cycle.

Consequently. in some diodes the SIO layer was exposed whereas in

some it was not. A new set of masks is therefore necessary to fabricate

diodes which do not degrade in an e-beam environment. (Sufficient fund&

and time were not available in the program to fabricate new masks.)

Figure 5.2 shows the completed e-beam signal processor with the target

flange not mounted. The tube has three 'ol" ring flanges which permit

the removal of the gun, the deflection-address gates, and the target assembly.

On the target plate, the target assembly could be removed and a phosphor

screen inserted in place of it. Beam alignment and proper conical beam

rotation could thus be checked on the phosphor screen.

To test the completed e-beam processor, the phosphor screen was used to

align the beam, produce conical beam rotation, and focus the beam onto the

target position after it exited the address-gates structure. The voltages on

the various components of the processor and the RF frequency on the deflec-

tron were recorded. The phosphor screen was then replaced-by the target
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Figure 5. 1, Signal Processor target pulse response.
Horizontal 0. 2 ne/div, vertical 10 mV/div.
Sampling scope rise-tire: 25 pa.
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Figure 5.2Z. Signal Processor tube built at Warnecke.
Target flange is not mounted.



and an output was obtained at those pre-recorded voltages and frequency.

The maximum pulse amplitude achieved was 1V, and the minimum pulse

width was 0. 5 ns. Pulse rise-time was in the range 0. Z5 - 0.4 ns. This

long rise-time compared to 0. 15 ns measured for the target may be due to

(1) the beam spot being too large at the address-gates, (2) fringing fields

on the address-gates which have the effect of increasing the beam rise-time.

Gate-to-gate coupling could also produce a long output rise-time, but since

the coupling has been greatly reduced by putting a grounded fin between two

adjacent gates, coupling is not expected to contribute to the long rise-time

problem. The Einzel lens and the funnel voltages to produce 1V output

were at -7 and -6 kV, respectively.

Not all the gates could produce an output signal; the variation of the voltage

"on some gates did not change the output state (1 or 0). There are only two

possible explanations: either the beam did not clear those gatea or the target

was off center. The latter was more likely, though a small variation on the

phase or amplitude of the deflectron input signals could change the beam

circular pattern at the address-gates structure. The difficulty was tC-at

neither the beam alignment (with respect to the target) nor the conical

rotation could be checked.

In order to be able to do the above chock-out, a new target plate with a built-

in glass phosphor screen was designed. The plate would have a phosphor

screen ring around the target heat sink that would allow seeing tho circular

beam rotation pattern with the funnel voltage set at zero. Fabrication of tho

structure, however, has not been completed because some difficultieg were

encuuntered in making a glass-to-metal seal on the two edges of the glass

ring.
S A

The interfacing-of the solid state processor and the e-beam processor has

been achieved smoothly. The power delivered by the deflection-system

amplifiers was more than sufficient to generate the desired conical beam
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rotation, tUp to 18W in two outputs was achieved at 125 MHz. Also, the

output signal from the address-gates amplifier was large enough to deflect

the beamn on or off the target. In addition, the amplifier output waveform,

measured on a sampling scope, did not change appreciably when the arnpli -

fier output was connected1 to an address-gate (in parallel with a terminating

resistor which was the scope 50 Q input impedance).

Figure 5. 3a shows the multiplexer output 1-0 waveform pattern. This siviiaI.

amplified by the address-gate amplifier, is shown in Figure 5. 1b. The

load in Figure 5. 3b is the parallel comnbination~ of a qO 0 terntinating rPesIstor

and a 5 pf capacitor simulating an address-gate rapacitance. B~y chanylng

the amplifier output impedance to 750. , up to IOV of signal has been achievs-.'.

The higher impedance wa~s used in order to rochice power dissipation.
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SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE EFFORTS

A dual stage signal processor system has been developed which has the poten-

tial for achieving output data rates exceeding 2 Gbit/sec. The system con-

sists of an EBS signal processor driven by a solid state stage. It is shown

that the latter may be fabricated from commercially available high speed

integrated circuit chips and can be efficiently interfaced with the EBS

processor stage.

The solid state processor would multiplex 128 input data lines into 16 lines

using 16 multiplexer sections. Multiplexing of 64 no input data pulses into

8 ns pulses was demonstrated by fabricating one multiplexer section. The

EBS processor multiplexes 8 ns data pulses from 16 lines into a single out-

put with Z Gbit/sec data rate. Output pulse amplitude of one volt into 50 fl

load and pulse width of 0. 5 ns has been achieved.

The EBS processor includes an electron gun, a deflection system which

launches the beam into conical rotation, an address-gate structure for putting

information on the beam, an Einzel lens and an electrostatic funnel which

bend and focus the btam onto the target, and a Si p-n junction target.

The major problem area in the development of the processor has been the

realization of conics1 beam rotation. The latter was achieved by a deflectron

and deflection mangifier system and also by a set of three pairs of electro-

"static deflection plates. Howover, the two systems are not optimized and

further work is needed in this area.

Unfortunately the duration and scope of the program effort has been too

limited to allow the optimization of .the processor system. For example.

the signal processor output pulse rise-time is not satisfactory. Although

Sa target rise-time of 0. 15 no was tder;.*onstr..ted, the processor output rise-

time atchieved has been 0. Z5 ni or higher. In additio, the rwndom switch-

inag of only some, but not all, of the i6 gates of the EDS processor could be
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demonstrated. These problems can be solved by incorporating the improve-

ments discussed below. Furthermore, the additional effort should significantly

upgrade the signal processe.: performance and result in an optimal design.

a) The deflection system, although presently satisfactory, should be sim-

plified. It is especially desirable to remove the deflection magnifier.

This will Dermit the electron beam to reach the target position along

the center axis of the processor tube when the deflection system has

no RF input. In this manner the alignment of the target and the electron

beam along the center axis can be checked and corrected. In addition,

one input voltage port to the tube will be eliminated. With the removal

of the deflection magnifier, however, a higher deflection sensitivity

must be obtained. The latter can be achieved by designing a longer

deflectron or using an optimal system of electrostatic deflection plates,

and by post acceleration, i. e., generate conical rotation at a low beam

voltage, say, Z-4 kV, and then post accelerate to 10 kV at the deflection-

address gates. Note that a post acceleration just in front of the gate

svstem may be designed to bend the beam to a direction parallel to the

jc.eittr ,txis. This would considerably simplify the conrstruction of the

gate atructure.

L4) U order to reduce the pro•.-ssor output pulse rise-time, the beam spot

size at the address-gates mitst be reduced and the gate structure should
.be redesigned. The fringing :i*dt on the gate can result in an appreciable

broadening of the pulse risetitne. A profile of the electric field lines

on each gate ahould be plotted to deJea mine the extent of the fringing

fields spread and arrive at an optimal gate -•I-.ign that can achieve less

than 0. 1 ns beani pulse rise-time at the target. It it atlao desirable to

have the electron beam enter the gate structure parallel to the tube axle

rather than in an atngle, Tbin.wouA• 0.1 ly oitinplify the gate structuro

fabrication, but woutld 0 • the A• e. rer t tpr'n "it.s at-the E.iel

Iona. As explained 4% a) ab'ive, bVdtv-ing the bean, to p~rali- the '•e.ter

axis may be -chitv•.d 4V po
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c) The spherical aberration on the refocusing Einzel lens needs to be re-

duced. Spherical aberration produces a cross -over in front of the

target plane and hence a single spot will not be formed at the target.

This could contribute to not being able to switch all the gates as men-
23

tioned al-.ove. Theoretical results of El-Karch and Sturan' may be

used for lens design optimization. Better results may als6 be obtained

by putting a second lens in front of the electrostatic funnel.

d) A double pair of horizontal and vertical electr.,ostatic deflection plate~s

may be used just in front of the funnel to elim.inate the target aliginment

problemn. The electron beam is bent by the Einzel lens- and goes thrnugh

these deflection plates before it reaches t4he target plane. By varying

the voltages on~ the plates, the beam position can be changed until. it

coincides with the target. Hence, swvitching..%' all the gates can be

insured.

6) A new set of targets with now processing masks should be fabricated

to insure target long -life uinder- e-beani bombardment. Furthermore,

it is not at all clear if the present design requiremu ents are optimal

for driving a PIN diode at rates of 'uZ Obit/sec. :Neither the 5 0H%

bandwidth nor the 0. 1 no rise -time specified in the contract goals are

necessary requirements for 2 Obit/sec; signal processing. A eigrv.ificant

improvement in the output. signal amplitude Aýby alinos-t 4& fctur of ~

can be achieved by designi lig the, ta-rget for. 3 GHt. bandwidth. Thts will

incirease the actual measurtd target rise-timne to 0*2 usn, but the -rlseu

time to the one volt (or. Z0 mA) levol will be loss t~hao 0. 1 no. In w~dition,

the dynamic impedance,-of the PIN diode moduilator ia pot knowni, and the

50q, output impedance retpuirematit is not esitential, The ultimatt optj-

ma~l system is to fabricate the MIIS target and the V*IN diode on the wml*

silicon chip 8o that the two devices are in cloto pIim tV d the Coup-

ling of the signal -frotu the target to the PIN diode can 4a achievtd mwost

efficiently In this case, a computer analysis c-f eircuit modcel ~e~tmiItation of the PIN -dxode should be mnado so that an optimal E .5 targot-
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may be designed. With the above arrangement, a waveguide must be

built into the signal processor target assembly.

f) The construction of the e-beam processor may be considerably simplified

by reducing the number of gates from '16 to 8. The beam deflection am-

plitude will be reduced by half and this will significantly improve device

performance. Because of the smaller deflection radius, the Einzel lens

will be smaller and the aberration problems can be to a large extent

eliminated. In addition, less beam defocusing will occur and a higher

beam current density (and hence output) may be realized at the target.

The only draw-back may be the solid-state processor design. The

rotation frequency will be 250 MHz and the solid-state processor must

be capable of 250 Mbit/sec data rate. Since we have already realized

a 125 Mbit/sec system, the development of the 250 Mbit/sec system,

though costly, seems quite feasible.

Finally, the intended application of the EBS processor in this program is

driving a PIN diode modulator in millimeter-wave communication systems.

This application needs to be demonstrated with an experimental wave-guide

system using a " Gbit/sec PIN diode switch for biphase phase shift keying.
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APPENDIX I

CONICAL BEAM-ROTATION BY ELECTROSTATIC DEFLECTION PLATES

Consider two pairs of horizontal and vertical deflection plates used to deflect

a constant velocity beam in a field free region, as shown in Figure 1-1. Beam

deflection amplitudes at z L from the end of the vertical plates are

b
V •b(L+

y(L) = y (1)
2 VBa

b
V *b- (L - -d)x(L) Z VB ( a

where V is the beam voltage, V and V are signal amplitudes on the de-
B y x

flection plates, and the other dimensions are shown in Figure I-1. In order

to obtain a circular pattern at z = L, we put V V sinwt, V = V coswt',
"Iy x 2

where t' is the time measured in the horizontal deflection plates coordinates;

that is t' = t - r", where r is the electron transit time for a travel from the

beginning of the vertical plates to the beginning of the horizontal plates.

In general, the beam traces an alliptical pattern at a plane located at z L.

This should be clear since the beam travel distance to the plane z = L is

longer for the vertical plates than the corresponding distance for the hori-

zontal plates. To correct for this difference, V1 may be reduced with re-

spect to V That is, a circular pattern is obtained at z= L if from Eqs.

(1) and (2),

bb
V (L +) V (L - d) (3)

However, the pattern is elliptical in any other plan *z A L. The difficulty is

that a coeumon center of deflection does not exist for the two axes.

Now consider three pairs of deflection plates, a vertical-horizontal -vertical

system, as shown in Figure I-1. LBy proper design, it is possible to make
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(a

a

L 37

OV (b)

b -4

Figure I-1. I.Electrostatir deflection plates.
(a) A double pair of vertical and horizontal

deflection plates.
(b) A deflection system for ge.nerating conical

beam rotation.
(c) Bell-shaped deflection plates used to mini-

"mize fringing field effects.
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the center for vertical deflection coincide with that for horizontal deflection.

The amplitudes at z L are

bV b. (L- -- d)
x (L) (4)

B

VKb. b 3b
(L V b • (L + L)2d)

ay(L) . Z a2V *a
B B

Again, we set the voltages as,

V V sinuit
yl 1

V Vcoswt' t' t- T
x

VyZ V1 sinwt" t" =t- T

and Eq. (5) for maximum beam deflection amplitude becomes

t'V rzL-b-Zdl
ymax(L) ?..V.. (7)

a2

If we now sot V- V/Z, we find x (L) y (L) for all L and x(L) +
1 max Max

y(L) constant. That is, the beam rotates conlcally about the z-axis.

* There are other solutions for Eqs. (4) - (6) which also recult in conical

rotation. For example, one may have V1  V and a a1

where a is the gap between a pair of horizontal plates, etc.x

To reduce the fringing field effects on the deflection plates, they may be

shaped as in Figure I-l. This form was used in our experiment.
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APPENDIX TI

TARGET COOLING

Figure II-1 shows a schematic of target cooling arrangement. When an elec-
2

tron beam of power density 50 mA/!cm x 10 kV impinges on the silicon chip,

the power must dissipate at best within a few micrometers of the chip surface.

This heat conducts through the diode and then disperses through the copper

base block.

It is desired that the maximum temperature of the chip should be 150 0Cor

lower. The major temperature drops from the top of the chip to the ambient

forced-flow air and may be estimated as follows.

The heat generated by the dissipation of electron kinetic energy In

10 lmA xl10kV =0. 1watt

Thet junction dissipation is

a 20 mAxl10V 0. Zwatt
B

and the power per unit area with a 2. 2 x 10 cm jnto rai

q =0. 3/2,. 2 x 10'4o 1400 watts/cm

If the chip thickness 6 in 200 P&M

= 1 400 x 2x 10-Z
z k 1.46

Here, the thermal conductivity of 1. 45 watts /cm - "C for silicon is used.
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Vacuum

SElectron
Bombardment

Tz Tl%. Chip

Copper Block

,:. 'I'
'3

Cooling Air at Tb

Figure 1I1-. Schematic of a target structure for thermal
analysis.
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Assuming a hemispherical copper block of 1. 5 cm, radius under the chip,

one can estimate the temperature drop from the chip-copper junction to

the outer surface of the hemisphere to be

Q (b-a)

(Ta T 3) 2 Trk ab
CU

where a inner radius of the hemisphere assumed to be O. 25ran,

b = outer radius of the hemisphere, 1. 5 cm

Q = total heat into the inner hemisphere which is about 1
0

watt for 0.5 tmm dia. beam,

k = copper thermal conductivity, 4 watts/cm°C.

The temperature drop from the copper surface to the cooling air is

0 0
To T 7CT3 " amb = D/z hi

W~D /Z air

where h 0 watts is assumed for air at moderate cooling speeds.air'tr 2 oC
cm C

Thus the total drop is

Tl-Tab = 19°C + 80 C + 70 C 34°C.

If 30°C ambient air is assumed, T 1 becomes about 64 0 C.

The analysis above indicates that a copper base block of 3 cm. diameter

with ambient air at moderate speed would be sufficient to cool the target

below ISO C.
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